55 Oxlade Dr, New Farm

Boutique Luxury Apartments In New Farm
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Amenity, Amidst Serenity
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Zahra is an exclusive riverside address with a sophisticated aesthetic. The complex
contains 22 luxury apartments with the look and feel of individually crafted homes.
Offering a roof top haven with river views, tranquil pool area, private dining and cinema
room.
Generously proportioned master bedrooms with built-in robes
Gaggenau appliances in the beautifully designed kitchen
Marble porcelain bench tops, wine fridge and butler’s pantry
Luxury and convenience at every turn
Storage abounds with secure parking for two cars
Elegantly minimalistic design throughout
Danish white royal oak floorboards throughout
Seamless integration of interior & exterior spaces
With a focus on quality and durability
New Farm’s most prestigious new address
Complementing a riverside property of this prominence, at an exceptional address, the
quality of the interior design at Zahra is boutique and unprecedented. Living, dining and
kitchen spaces are open plan, generous and efficiently designed to maximise the river and
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The integrated Gaggenau appliances seamlessly blend into the kitchen
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cabinetry and include oven, steam oven, microwave, warming drawer, coffee machine and
fully integrated dishwasher. Striving for an elegant minimalist aesthetic, and at the
forefront of the latest technologies coming out of Europe, cooktops are individual gas
burners mounted directly into the benchtops. Leaving no luxury overlooked, every kitchen
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